Some suggestions:

WHAT ABOUT FALSE CAMERAS?

During:

Some people feel that a false camera is a useful
deterrent because the presence of a camera implies
that activity is being monitored. Others believe
that false cameras give a false sense of security
and can leave you susceptible to lawsuits by
innocent bystanders who assume the protection of
surveillance.

 COOPERATE! Do as you are told
 Do not resist in any way
 Do not talk or ask questions
 Use your alarm ONLY if you can do so safely
-- keep hands in sight
 Do not stare -- but observe robbers physical
appearance
After:
 Activate silent alarm or call 911
 Do not let anyone in or out until police arrive
-- lock door if necessary
 Remove person who has been robbed to a
quiet place
 Preserve the crime scene -- Do not touch
anything
 Have all witnesses independently write down
suspect(s) description

IS A VIDEO CAMERA A GOOD
DETERRENT FOR CRIME?
Video cameras can be an important addition to
your overall security plan, and can be effective
for criminal identification, but they should not be
your sole source of security.
To maintain the effectiveness of surveillance
cameras you should make sure to change
recording tapes regularly and test the image
quality to ensure clarity.
A video surveillance system is a sizeable
investment and should be researched thoroughly.
Be an informed shopper; do your homework,
ask for references and compare prices before you
purchase a video surveillance system.

There is a popular belief that video surveillance
cameras provide such poor images that they fail
to provide a description of the criminal. Even an
obviously functioning system does not threaten some
criminals.
If you do choose to install a false camera, make sure
it looks real. Keep it pointed in the right direction,
plugged in, and dusted. Even false camera systems
can be a sizeable investment, so again do your
homework prior to purchasing any system.
See the UPD Crime Prevention brochure called,
“Prevent Burglary” for additional info on alarms,
video surveillance, lighting and layers
of protection.

WHO DO I CALL?
Emergency 9-1-1

Call 9-1-1 for any life-threatening
emergency or crime in progress.

Non-Emergency (707) 463-6262
Online Crime Report: ukiahpolice.com

Business Office (707) 463-6241
Monday - Thursday 8:00 am - 4:00 pm

Business Watch Information:
Nancy Sawyer
Community Service Officer & Business Liaison
300 Seminary Ave., Ukiah, CA 95482
ph (707) 467-5708 • fx (707) 462-6068
nsawyer@cityofukiah.com • ukiahpolice.com

FAQs for
Businesses

Frequently Asked
Questions to Keep
Your Business Safe

I AM THINKING ABOUT BUYING
AN ALARM SYSTEM. WHAT
SHOULD I LOOK FOR?
Prior to purchasing an alarm system assess your
needs. Are you interested in a burglar alarm? Holdup alarm? Panic alarm? All three? Consider the
protection of valuables, vulnerable entry points,
etc. Make sure to get estimates from several security
companies and request references. Ask some basic
questions including:
 Does the system meet Underwriters Laboratory
standards?
 Is the system designed to fully protect vulnerable
areas?
 Is the system monitored? Locally? If you
purchase an alarm system there are important
steps you need to take to ensure the system
performs its proper function.
 Is your system tested regularly?
 Back-up batteries inspected annually?
 Do you have an alarm permit?
 Is current responder information on file with the
Ukiah Police Department?
 Does a designated responder respond to every
alarm to check it out?
An alarm system can be a sizable investment for any
business. Be an informed shopper and search for the
system that will meet your needs.

I HAVE AN ALARM SYSTEM. I
SHOULDN’T HAVE TO WORRY
ABOUT SECURITY, RIGHT?
Unfortunately, the security provided by alarm
systems is often overestimated by business owners
while overall environmental deterrence measures are
overlooked.

When combined with an effective defensive
environmental design, an alarm system can enhance
your security. Look over your property and assess
your physical security.
Consider these things:
 The property should be uniformly lit
 Lights are well maintained
 All trees trimmed up 7 foot
 All shrubs kept below 3 foot
 Windows should be free of posters or
advertisements
 Leave interior light on after hours
 Keep property clean and free of debris and
graffiti

WHAT ABOUT ARMED ROBBERY
AND SHOPLIFTING? IS THERE
ANYTHING THAT CAN BE DONE TO
PREVENT THESE CRIMES FROM
COMING INTO MY STORE?
While no crime prevention idea or program is
“crime-proof ” there are definitely steps that you can
take to make your business less vulnerable. The best
suggestion is to make it physically uncomfortable for
a criminal and follow up with really good customer
service. Beginning with the physical environment,
you want to increase visibility over the entire store.
Look at your store from the criminal perspective and
consider visibility:
 Can you enter the store without being seen?
 How tall are the shelves?
 Are there hidden corners?
 Are the windows covered with advertisements?

Front doors and windows should be kept clear
of signs/posters to allow good, two-way visibility
throughout the location. Have a cash control policy
with measures such as keeping lowest possible
amount of cash on hand and posting signs stating
policy. As an example, “$50.00 maximum in
register.”
Next, look at access. Ideally you want controlled
access into the store, including rear entry points, and
within the store, i.e., dressing rooms, offices, storage
space. Don’t be afraid to state rules -NO ADMITTANCE
See clerk for assistance
Shoplifters will be prosecuted
-- and enforce them when they are broken.
Good customer service is an excellent deterrent.
Educate your employees to greet and make eye
contact with each customer who enters the business.
This friendly environment makes customers feel
important and welcome. It also lets would-be
criminals know that they have been noticed and that
their behavior is being monitored by employees.
Develop prevention policies and enforce them.
Educate employees on recognizing and reporting
suspicious activity. Encourage them to remain
aware... awareness is the KEY to prevention.

WHAT DO I DO IF SOMEONE TRIES
TO ROB MY BUSINESS?
The Ukiah Police Department encourages all
businesses to develop an armed robbery policy and
educate employees on this policy. This policy should
address behavior during and after a robbery. After
an incident, review and revise the store policy as
necessary.

Learn more at
ukiahpolice.com

